HEADLINE: Plumstead Manor students and staff are celebrating another set of excellent Sixth Form examination results. We are all proud of what our young people have accomplished across the ability range as we see consistently improving and outstanding achievements for all students.

Post 16 results continue to improve at Plumstead Manor with 64% of entries achieving the top grades A* to C, and BTEC/Vocational courses achieving a 99% pass rate.

There were around 300 entries from a wide range of A' level and Vocational qualifications.

Many students also achieved the highest grades across the full range of subjects. 19% of results were at A*A, with 10% of our cohort achieving AAB or better combined results. All of these results are from across the range of subjects we offer including the arts, humanities, and STEM based subjects (maths and science). We have continued to grow our curriculum and were delighted to be add Economics, and Politics to our A level offer this year.

There were some astonishing individual performances including:

- Courtney Brett – AAA
- Ameesha Gurung A*AA
- Sundas Batool – AAB
- Teresa Hoang – AB and Distinction
- Maryama Mohamed – ABB
- Sara Osman-Saeed – ABB
- Hagrah Saleh – A*B and Distinction
- Dilakshana Theivenenthiram – A, Distinction* and Distinction
- Nina West-Beal – AAB
- Taylor Williams – ABC

As a non-selective school we are delighted to see so many of our students stay with us for the seven year journey and leave to join a top university after achieving life changing results. The ten students above are a flavour of our achievements with many others who have equally impressive achievements. We are proud of our inclusive approach with a deep commitment to excellence for every student providing multiple opportunities for the next stage of our student's lives.

Head Teacher Douglas Greig commented:

“We are very proud of the outstanding results that students at Plumstead Manor Sixth Form have achieved this. These results are representative of the excellence we offer across our Sixth Form where we pride ourselves on our unique blend of academic rigour alongside personalised support and guidance. We are delighted that so many of our young people have earned what they need to progress onto their chosen pathway in Higher Education or the world of work. I would like to pay tribute to the students and staff whose hard work and dedication have produced these fabulous results which are proof that our vibrant and thriving Sixth Form is an excellent place for young people of all abilities and backgrounds to flourish and succeed. We look forward to welcoming our new cohort into Year 12 this September as we continue our proud and successful tradition of excellence in Post 16 education.”